Host a film festival on Energy Options

One excellent approach to sharing both the concern for our future and the tremendous potential for renewable energy is to host a film and discussion series. Below we have listed a number of options to consider.

**Short videos on the problem and the solution**

- Mayor of Greensburg, KS: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dw9BVsE7bm0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dw9BVsE7bm0)
- A look at one city’s emissions New York’s: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtqsiplgxoa](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtqsiplgxoa)
- The Invisible Problem: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcmnzueiyni](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcmnzueiyni) and [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx1grfc8z9m](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zx1grfc8z9m)

**Full length films:**

- An excellent list for full length films: [http://www.go100percent.org/cms/index.php?id=59](http://www.go100percent.org/cms/index.php?id=59)
- Out of Balance (Quaker Director Tom Jackson) [http://www.worldoutofbalance.org/](http://www.worldoutofbalance.org/)
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